
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, JEDDAH 

ENGLISH REVISION WORKSHEET  CLASS-III 

 

Name: ___________________________  sec:__________R.No ________ 
 

 

Q1. Read the story given below and answer the questions that follow. 

 

One day, long ago, some sailors set out to sea in their sailing ship. One of them brought 

his pet monkey along for the long journey. When they were far out in the sea, a terrible 

storm overturned their ship. Everyone fell into the sea, and the monkey was sure that he 

would drown. Suddenly a dolphin appeared and picked him up. They soon reached an 

island and the monkey came down from the dolphin’s back. The dolphin asked the 

monkey, “Do you know this place?” The monkey replied, “Yes, I do. In fact, the king of 

the island is my best friend. Do you know that I am actually a prince?” Knowing that no 

one lived on the island, the dolphin said, “Well, well, so you are a prince! Now you can 

be a king!” The monkey asked, “How can I be a king?” As the dolphin started 

swimming away, she answered, “That is easy. As you are the only creature on this 

island, you will naturally be the king!” 

The story proves that those who lie and boast may end up in trouble. 

 

1. Choose the best answer.  

 

a. The dolphin saved the monkey because 

i. she took pity on him. 

ii. the monkey called out for help. 

iii. he was a prince. 

 

b. Was the monkey actually a prince? 

i. Yes, he was a prince. 

ii. No, he was just boasting. 

iii. No, he was a king. 

 

2 . What do you think happened to the sailors? 

 

A2.___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Did the monkey know anything about the island? What did he tell the dolphin? 

 

A3._________________________________________________________________ 
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4.  Did the dolphin believe what the monkey said? What did she reply? 

 

A4. ________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. What do you learn from the story? 

 

A5.__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q2. Look at the given pictures and complete the story with the help of the given hints. 

 

A crow - stole cheese - sat on tree - cunning jackal come – sees cheese - mouth waters – 

thinks how to get it – decides – flatters crow – says – ‘you handsome’- crow likes the 

praise but not speaks – cheese in the beak – fox thinks again – say ‘your song – sweet – 

please sing for me’ – crow flattered – opens mouth to sing – cheese falls – cunning fox 

picks up cheese – runs away – silly crow left doing ‘caw, caw’ and hungry – lesson be 

careful of people who flatter.  

What do you think should be the title of the story ‘The Foolish Crow’ or ‘The Cunning 

Fox’ or do you have another title that you can give it?  
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______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q3. Frame sentences with the given words. 

 

1. silently______________________________________________________________ 

 

2. punished ____________________________________________________________ 

 

3. emperor _____________________________________________________________ 

 

4. perfectly _____________________________________________________________ 

 

5. jacket _______________________________________________________________ 

 

Q4. Write the meanings of  the following words. 

 

1. worn out __________________________________________________________ 

 

2. treasurer __________________________________________________________ 

 

3. pardon ___________________________________________________________ 

 

4. thrifty ____________________________________________________________ 
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Q5. Match the sentences with the right meanings. 

 

{One/won;       berth/birth;         blue/blew;      caller/collar;       high/hi} 

 

1. The number before 2: _____________   The opposite of lost: ______________ 

 

2. The seat on a train: _______________   The act of being born: ____________ 

 

3. colour of the sky: ____________      What the wind does (past tense) ___________ 

 

4. Someone who calls: ___________    Worn by a dog: _______________ 

 

5. Opposite of low ___________          A common way of greeting: ____________ 

 

Q6. Use can or can’t in the following sentences. 

 

a. Gopal studied in a remote village. He ________ read Hindi but he __________ read 

English. 

 

b. The cobbler _______ make shoes but he  ________stitch  clothes. 

 

c. Our watchman ________ repair pipes but he _______ guard  our house. 

 

d. My brother ______drive a car but he ________ fly an aeroplane. 

 

e. Children ________eat a piece of papaya but they ________ eat the whole fruit. 

 

Q7. Rewrite the words in the correct order. 

 

1.  cannot  / in / rain / play / you / the / . 

 

A1. ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.  come / your / house /  to / I / today / cannot / homework / have / because / I /. 

 

A2.___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. you / lend /  me / please / your / pencil / can / ? 

 

A3.___________________________________________________________________ 
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